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Résumé

The SSHADE database infrastructure (www.sshade.eu) hosts more than 5000 spectra from about 30 experimental research groups in spectroscopy of solids from 15 countries. In particular it provides a large number of transmission, reflection and Raman spectra (and their products: absorption coefficients, optical constants...) of ices, minerals/rocks, organic materials, meteorites, ... in various phases (amorphous and crystalline) over a very wide range of wavelengths (mostly from VUV to sub-mm). Although these data are invaluable for the community, one type of information is still critically missing to help interpret laboratory, field or astronomical spectra: the list of the characteristics (band position, width, peak and integrated intensities, transition attribution, ...) of all the absorption bands of a given molecular solid or mineral, called its ‘band list’, complemented with a number of other metadata. There is currently almost no database which provides such information. This triggered us to develop (within the Europlanet-2024 RI program) such a band list database containing the VUV-Vis-IR and Raman characteristics of electronic, vibration and phonon bands of various fundamental solids (molecular solids and minerals) to help:

- identify absorption or emission bands from laboratory, field or astronomical spectra.
- determine the composition and phase of the molecular solid or mineral

*Intervenant
• select spectral data in SSHADE to compare with observation, or to use in models.

Two new interfaces in SSHADE ("search bandlists" & "search bands") allow to search solids within a given spectral range or with the position from one to three bands, complemented by other spectral constraints, as well as constraints on its chemical composition and environment (T, P).

We will present this band list database and its interfaces, opened a few months ago. We started to fill the database with VUV-Vis-IR and Raman data of fundamental minerals and inorganic and organic ices, after a dedicated and extensive review of the literature, sometimes complemented with detailed analyses of relevant high-quality spectra stored in SSHADE.